
A lthough I have no hard numbers to
back up this assertion, my own work
experience convinces me of its truth:

I spend most of my work day in ISPF Edit. If
100% of my TSO/ISPF time were converted
into a pie chart, the time spent in ISPF Edit
would probably approach 90% of the pie—
some days a bit less, other days more. But on
a typical day, I spend tons of time editing
data, usually source code like JCL, COBOL,
Assembler, REXX and other languages.

EDIT TECHNIQUES ARE WELL
WORTH LEARNING

Considering the amount of time most users
spend in ISPF Edit, it is fair to say that the
more that can be learned about using ISPF
Edit, the better. Techniques used in edit are
always valuable to learn, are portable across
ISPF sites, and most importantly, can save a
lot of time.

This month, I’ll review a feature that has been
available in ISPF Edit for many years but is
underutilized (or even unknown) by a lot of ISPF
Edit users. Specifically, I’ll examine, explain and
demonstrate the use of picture strings in the
FIND and CHANGE commands. I’ll also
explain the use of the locate command used in
conjunction with an ampersand (&) to quickly
locate every line where a change was made.

PICTURE STRINGS

Most ISPF Edit users have encountered the
“unprintable character” picture string. If a
file being edited contains unprintable charac-
ters, the ISPF editor will display a message
advising you of their presence. Refer to
FIGURE 1. The message also contains the
unprintable character picture string that can
be used in a FIND command to position to
any unprintable characters.

What is a picture string? It is a specialized
type of edit wildcard string that can be used in
a FIND/CHANGE command within ISPF Edit
(and Browse and View as well). Instead of
using a specific string, the picture string repre-
sents a class of character.

There are nine different picture string char-
acters. I will not list them all here. Instead, I’ll
explain how to easily read about them in the
ISPF tutorial.

Here’s the easiest way to get to the picture
string tutorial.

� Issue a FIND command from within
ISPF Edit. Any FIND will do.

� When the FIND completes, press the
HELP PF Key (normally PF1).

� Press the HELP PF Key a second time.
This will take you into the FIND tutorial.

� Select 1 - Specifying the character string
� Select 3 - Picture strings

FIGURE 2 shows a few examples of using
simple picture strings in ISPF Edit’s CHANGE
and FIND commands.

GETTING FANCY—
COMBINING PICTURE STRINGS
WITH NORMAL STRINGS

You can also combine picture strings with
normal strings in situations where such an
esoteric combination is required. Such a com-
bined picture string change requires a bit of
thought. I’ll use an example to demonstrate
the technique.

Suppose that there are many places within
the text being edited that contain a right paren-
theses followed by some special character (of
different types) followed by a space.

Here is the picture string combination that
can be used to FIND all such strings:

Command � FIND p’)$ ‘

Read this as: Find a string that has “the pic-
ture” of a right parentheses, followed by any
special character followed by a space.

In this picture string find, it is important to
note that the right parentheses and trailing
space characters are NOT one of the nine
defined picture string characters documented
in the tutorial. The $ character, however, is a
picture string, matching any special character.

If the goal was to remove all of the special
characters, the CHANGE version of such a
picture string edit would look like this:

Command � CHANGE p’)$ ‘ p’) ‘

As you can see, the second string (or
Change To) is in the format of a picture string
but in fact, contains none of the nine defined
picture string characters. Additionally, there
is nothing that says the Change Tostring has
to be in picture string format. For example,
suppose that instead of merely eliminating the
special characters, the change was to replace
all occurrences of the Change Fromstring to
a string of three Xs. That could easily be
accomplished by something like this:

Command � CHANGE p’)$ ‘ XXX

Note that the Change Tostring is simply
three Xs—no picture string is coded as the
Change To.

GETTING EVEN FANCIER—
COMBINING PICTURE STRINGS
WITH OTHER PICTURE
STRINGS

What if you had a situation where you need-
ed to change every instance of a contiguous
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upper/lower case pair of letters such that the upper-case letter in the
pair was converted to lower-case?

Picture strings to the rescue!

Command � CHANGE c p’><’ p’<<’

The “greater than” operator (>) is the upper-case picture string
character and the “less than” operator (<) is the lower-case picture
string character.

To help ensure that only “leading” pairs were changed, you could
add a space to the front of the picture strings.

Command � CHANGE c p’ ><’ p’ <<’

SAFETY FIRST—USE VIEW TO PRACTICE

The use of picture strings really comes in handy in many editing sit-
uations. You have to be able to spot patterns and think about how to
match the picture string to the patterns before actually coding the
Change Fromand Change Tostrings. I recommend using Viewto prac-
tice the use of picture string edits.

Viewfunctions exactly the same as edit, but there is less risk of dam-
aging data via inadvertent editing. Always have Recovery On (or
SETUNDO if your site allows it) so that you can UNDO any changes.

CONCLUSION

There is also the choice of using an individual, one-at-a-time
CHANGE command versus the CHANGE ALL flavor. When first
using picture strings or if there aren’t that many strings to be
changed, try the one-at-a-time CHANGE followed by the
RCHANGE (normally PF6) command. This will allow you to see
each change as it occurs.

Sometimes, when working with pretty “loose” picture string pat-
terns, there might be some cases that you didn’t anticipate; cases where
more than what you want changed gets changed.

If CHANGE ALL is used, here is a good technique that will allow
you to review every single change.

� Position the edit session so that the very first line of the data
is displayed.

� As a primary command, enter: Command � &L CHG
� Press Enter repeatedly to jump to each CHG line in turn.

The “L” command is the shortest form of the LOCATE command.
The ampersand was borrowed from XEDIT, the VM editor. It keeps the
typed command in the command line. So, repeatedly pressing Enter
acts like sort of an RLOCATE (Repeat LOCATE).

This technique works any time there are CHG labels in the left-hand
line numbers of ISPF Edit.

Quite useful.

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of Concentrated Logic
Corporation, a Glendale Heights, IL-based software development firm
specializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design. He can be reached at
conlogco@attbi.com.
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CHANGE ALL P’=’ ‘ ‘ 10 20 

Will erase any characters between columns 10 and 20 inclusive.

CHANGE ALL P’>’ P’<’

Will convert all upper-case letters to lower-case.

CHANGE ALL P’.’ X’40’

Will convert all unprintable characters to a space (X’40’).

FIND P’ ### ‘

Will find all three-position textual numbers surrounded by a space.

FIND P’¬’ 7

Will find any non-blank character in column 7.

FIGURE 2: EXAMPLES OF CHANGE AND FIND COMMANDS THAT USE
SIMPLE PICTURE STRINGS. TRY THESE IN VIEW USING ANY 80 BYTE
DATASET. WHEN EXITING VIEW, DROP ALL CHANGES BY PRESSING
ENTER AT THE CONFIRM CANCEL POP-UP.

FIGURE 1: WHEN A DATA FILE CONTAINING UNPRINTABLE CHARACTERS
IS FIRST EDITED, THE ISPF EDITOR ISSUES A WARNING MESSAGE. IN
THE SENTENCE THAT BEGINS: USE COMMAND FIND P’.’ , THE P’.’ IS
THE PICTURE STRING FOR AN UNPRINTABLE CHARACTER.
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